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1. INTRODUCTION 
(1.1) The fact that the trigonometric Fourier sequence {f(n)} of a 
continuous 2x-periodic functionfneed not behave better at infinity, in any 
evident way, than the Fourier sequences of the most general functions in L* 
has engaged the attention of a number of prominent mathematicians 
(culminating, perhaps, with de Leeuw et al. [ 191, who proved that every I, 
sequence is dominated by the trigonometric transform of a continuous 
periodic function). Particularly striking is the contrast of this fact with the 
gradually improving behavior of If(n)/ that we perceive (Hausdorff-Young 
theorem) as we focus upon increasingly exclusive Lp spaces with 1 d p d 2. 
Moreover, when we pass beyond continuity and restrict our attention to 
Lipschitz classes we encounter gradualism once again. In this regard 
Bernstein is responsible for the prototypal theorem [60, p. 2431: 
THEOREM 1.1.1. Suppose 0 < x < 1 and l/r = c( + i. !f,f is 2x-periodic and 
,f E Lip CZ, then ,[E 1, provided s > r. Further, there exists g E Lip c( for which 
S$lv 
Remark 1.1.2. For the function g of Theorem 1.1.1 one can cite the 
Hardy-Littlewood function [60, p. 1971, for which [i(,)I = InI ~-a- I’*, n #O 
(cf. Remark 1.15). 
Remark 1.1.3. Theorem 1.1.1 is valid if Lip a is enlarged to Lip(a, 2) 
[60, p. 2511. Thus the spaces Lip(a, p) with the same a and 2 6 p < CC are 
indistinguishable on the basis of the I, classification of the transforms of 
their members. However, for 1 6 p d 2 the collective behavior of the trans- 
forms of functions in Lip(cr, p) is (smoothly) governed by the value of 
u-p-l, in accord with Szasz’s theorem [60, p. 2511, [52]: 
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THEOREM 1.1.4. Let r ‘=cY+ 1 -p ‘, O<r<l, and 1 <p62. If 
f E Lip(cr, p) then ,f~ I, ashen s > r; Lrhereas there exists g GE Lip(a, p) ,fbr 
which g $ I,. 
Remark 1.15. A suitable function g in Theorem 1.1.4 can be defined by 
g(n) = Inl ‘#r, n # 0 [37, Thm. 41. 
(1.2) Among the numerous mathematical disciplines which are out- 
growths of the study of trigonometric Fourier series none seems to have 
benefited more from efforts to extend theorems of these kinds than has the 
eigenvalue theory of linear integral equations. Thus, in the course of 
resolving Lorentz’s problem concerning the asymptotic distribution of the 
eigenfrequencies of a membrane, Weyl [56] showed that the eigenvalues of 
a symmetric kernel of class C’ satisfy i,, = o(n ’ ‘). He based the proof of 
this fact upon the celebrated min-max principle, first enunciated in [56]. 
(1.3) The comprehensive investigations of Hille and Tamarkin 1311 
generalized Weyl’s estimate and expanded upon allied results discovered in 
the intervening two decades. These authors make due note of the 
“extremal” position which periodic difference kernels f(s - t) appear to 
occupy within the class of general kernels K(s, t). The eigenvalues of 
f(s - t) are the trigonometric Fourier coefficients of,f; and the sharpness of 
theorems of the Weyl type (specifying the decay of i,(K) in terms of the 
smoothness of K) seems invariably to be demonstrable by adducing a 
suitable difference kernel. 
Following shortly upon [31], Smithies [48] showed how the properties 
of finite trigonometric transforms can be used to generalize earlier kernel 
theorems in several directions (Lip(cr, p) conditions are considered, a big 0 
result stronger than the I, kind of Szasz’s theorem 1.1.4 is obtained, and, 
most importantly, Smithies’ estimates are determined for the singular 
numbers s,,(K)). 
(1.4) For a compact operator T in Hilbert space 2 the importance 
of its singular numbers s,,(T) A [j”,,( T*T)] ‘I’ was pointedly emphasized 
with the introduction of the Schattenvon Neumann classes S,k 
IT:sn(T)~lrl. (C om P are [20, 451, or (2.13) below). Furthermore, Weyl 
[57] showed that many of the important features of {i,,(T)} are governed 
by the cognate properties of {s,,(T)j; e.g., Cf liJT)I’<C~ (S,,(T))‘. It is 
readily seen [45, 241 that when 2 = L2[a, h] and 0 < r d 2, the operators 
in S, are generated by Hilbert-Schmidt kernels (cf. (2.13)). 
(1.5) Theorems which describe the asymptotic behavior of sequences 
c = {c,} in terms of the I, spaces to which they belong are sometimes 
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vitiated, in elegance and applicability, by the gap between the condition c E 1, 
and the condition cX= O(n - *jr). (c* denotes the decreasing rearrangement 
of 1~1; see (2.5).) This awkwardness of the I, classification can be alleviated 
by employing the classification by Lorentz spaces I,, (O<r d co, 
0 < fl d co), where /I acts as a vernier to “finite tune” the I, spaces. It 
will be seen (see the definition (2.6.1) and (2.7)) that I,, enlarges with 
increasing fi and that I,, = I, while I,, = {c:cz= 0(n ‘!r)}; so the above 
“gap” is smoothly bridged. 
(1.6) In [53] Triebel refined the Schatten classes to S,,= 
{ T:s,,( T) E lr,,,} and showed that they are intermediate spaces (in the inter- 
polation sense [ 12, 71) between the S, spaces. He proved that a kernel 
KE S,,, if (in an appropriate sense) K belongs to the generalized Lipschitz 
space Lip(cc, 2,2) and r-’ =rx+ 4. (For the definition see (3.3) and [Sl, 
p. 1501, or [12, p. 2281 where the notation is Lip(a, 1, 2, L*).) Now 
Smithies [48] (see also [20, p. llI8]) had shown that KE S,, when 
KE Lip(cr, 2, co). From these “endpoint” results a deep interpolation 
theorem of Spaar [SO, Thm. 10.81 permits the deduction that, when 
2 6 J d co, Y-’ = a + i, and KE Lip(cr, 2, 8) then KE S,,j. Unfortunately, 
this facile proof does not provide information in the most significant cases 
fi=r( <2). 
( 1.7) Theorem 3.1.1 extends this consequence of Triebel’s theorem in a 
variety of ways. Suppose that L(t) is a slowly varying function (examples 
are products of powers of iterated logarithms; see (2.4)) that o is a 
suitably defined L, modulus of continuity of K (1 < p 6 2) and that 
w(h)&~“‘” w(h). Then for r < 2 
{L(n) w(n ‘))G,,F iWh,(K)) l 4,,j, o<p<co. (1.7.1) 
See (3.2). The inequality (3.1.2) which establishes this implication is, in fact, 
valid for each of the “tails” (C,” ) of the associated series. These inequalities 
collectively contain more information about the behavior of {s,(K)} than 
does the mere convergence of the series; see Remark 3.1.15(v)). 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 .l requires refinements of the Hardy-Little- 
wood inequalities as well as their reverses, which are valid for quasi- 
monotonic sequences (see (2.10) (2.11)). The key ingredient, however, is 
Lemma 2.35. When this simple lemma is applied in the special case of a 
difference kernel it provides a proof as short and transparent as any of the 
known proofs of Bernstein’s theorem 1.1.1 for Fourier coefficients, but with 
a more refined conclusion. This and other improvements of theorems of the 
Bernstein-Szasz-Konyushkov type [38; 5, Vol. II, p. 1971 will be discussed 
elsewhere. 
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(1.8) In general, the I,,,j spaces offer a distinct improvement of the I, 
spaces. However, for certain sequences, they may be no more discrimi- 
nating than the latter spaces. For example, fix a > 0; then for varying h 2 0, 
all that can be asserted of the sequences (n “(log n)” j is that each belongs 
to {n I,,,:r > a ‘, fi>O} = (n /,:r>a ’ }. The fine parameter /j has insuf- 
ficient scope to bridge between two values r, < r2. 
To mitigate this shortcoming a refinement of the Lorentz classification 
can be obtained by augmenting the term .’ ’ appearing in (2.6.1) to a 
general regularly varying sequence {If, ‘n ’ ‘) (cf.(2.4).). Thus, fix a specific 
slowly varying sequence l,, = L(n); and for 0 < r d SC, ~ r;c < .s < =c, .Y # 0, 
define 
{~(lfpl”Cyb ‘}‘!/I if O</I<cr! 
sup ll,i’ n”’ c; if /=E. 
(1.X.1) 
The pertinence of the associated I,,,,,$ spaces to the asymptotics of singular 
numbers is manifested in the inequalities (3.1.2.) and (3.1.3) (in which we 
replace l,, by Ifl!‘ and take N = 1). Those inequalities provide a perspicuous 
comparison between the augmented norms of rcjn ‘) and s,,; see also 
(3.3.1). Under natural assumptions about the growth of {I,, ), (3.1.2) is 
sharp, even for difference kernels and N = 1. (See (3.6).) 
(1.9) Shortly after Zygmund proved that for a > 0, f E BV n Lip x 3 
,TE I, [60, p. 2431, Hardy and Littlewood [27] showed that “this very 
curious theorem” is a straightforward consequence of a convexity property 
[60, p.70, #2] of Lip(cr,p) spaces and Theorem 1.1.4. in [14, 151 
Cochran showed how the definitions of Lip(cr, p) and BV can be modified 
for kernels and their derivatives so that theorems of the Zygmund type are 
valid for their singular numbers. His conclusions are expressed in terms of 
the exponent of convergence of the singular number sequence. We show in 
Section 4 that the “blending” of conditions is valid in the full sophistication 
of the augmented Lorentz norm. From this we derive (Theorem 4.3.1, 
Remark 4.3.5, and Corollary 4.3.4) results of the Zygmund type whose 
specializations to Fourier coefficients even are new. 
(1.10) Historically the theory of the finite trigonometric transform has 
been considered to be embedded in the spectral theory of kernels via the 
Green function of a particular boundary value problem. In this way the 
natural order of the eigenvalues (decreasing moduli) corresponds to 
increasing frequencies; i.e., to the usual order of the eigenfunctions, hence 
of the associated amplitudes /,f(n)l. On the other hand the embedding via 
the difference kernel ,f(s - t), as in (1.3), identifies A,,(f) with f(n); so that 
the natural (decreasing) ordering of .s,,(,f‘) is,P*(n). From this viewpoint the 
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consequence of Corollary 4.5.2, that a periodic f of bounded variation 
without removable discontinuities will be continuous if and only if 
,f*(n) = o(n-‘) is a satisfying result which elucidates an old issue, the 
failure of the implication SE BVn C-f(n) = o(n I). ((2.5.3) is germane 
here. )
(1.11) We make use of a fact (Theorem 2.12.1) that seems to be of 
independent interest: In order that c E I,,.,] it is sufficient (necessary) that 
the series or sup in (1.8.1) should be finite for some (every) quasi- 
monotonic rearrangement of Jc(. The possibility of this instrumental result 
was suggested by a remark of Boas [S]. 
We prove also (Theorem 2.16.1) that the Weyl inequalities mentioned in 
(1.4) are valid in the setting of the augmented Lorentz norm. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A. Mostly Series 
(2.1) All functions (kernels) will be assumed 2x-periodic (in the second 
variable). (This represents no de facto restriction on the results we obtain; 
see, e.g. [17].) We write dhf(t) kf(t + /z-f(t). For 1 < p < co and 
J’E L”[O,2rr] we let SZ(h; p;f) = Q(h; p) A l/dh.fil .P and w(h; p) A 
sup{SZ(h’; p):O < h’ < h}; while we let SZ(h; a; .f) G sup{ IAhf(t)l : 
t E [0, 2x]}. Note by [13, pp. 67, 761, that 
w(uz;p)6(3.+ l)o(h;p) if 1” > 0. (2.1.1) 
We let sZ* and o* denote corresponding moduli pertaining to a second 
difference. The associated Lipschitz classes are designated Lip(a,p) and 
Lip*(cc, p). Throughout, q G p/(p - 1). We let w(h; p;f) A h’l~o(h;p;f). 
Define Var(p,f)Asup{Z If(ti)-f(tj.,)JP}“p, where the supremum is 
over all partitions of [0, 27~1. BVP is the set of functions of finite 
p-variation, and BV- BV,. It can be shown [59, p. 2601 that BP’,, c 
Lip(p-. ‘, p); the inclusion is proper iff p > 1 [4, Sect. 51. 
(2.2) When A appears in an inequality it denotes a strictly positive 
constant that depends upon the class of functions under consideration, but 
never upon the individual functions of the class. The terms “positive” and 
“decreasing” are always used in the broad sense. 
A strictly positive sequence {a,,} is quasi-monotonic iff ~“a,, JO for 
some CI, or equivalently, iff da,, g a,, - a,, + , > -An- ‘a,,. Quasi-mono- 
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tonicity suffices for validity of the “integral test,” for Olivier’s theorem 
(1 a,, < CC = u,, = o(n ‘)) and for the implication 
~u,=O(i.,,)~U([Hn,)=O(n Ii,,), e> 1. (2.2.1) 
(We permute symbols such as uk and u(k) desultorily.) More generally, if 
{S,,} is a specified positive sequence, a second positive sequence {u,, ). is 
called b-quasi-monotonic if da,, 3 -6,, [9]. 
An unqualified C denotes an infinite sum with a fixed lower limit. The 
relation a,, m h,, means a,,//~,, + 1; a ,1 zz h,, means u,, = O(b,,) and h, = O(u,,) 
(a,, 2 0, h,, 3 0). 
(2.3) Hardy’s extension of Olivier’s theorem will prove convenient: 
LEMMA (2.3.1). (i) Suppose c,,JO,b,,30, B,,Gx’,‘h, und Cc,,h,,<cc. 
Then c,, B, + 0. 
(ii) Corresponding to sequences h,, 3 0 und P,~ > 0 with limsup p,, = CE 
there exists c,, JO for which 1 c,,b,, < E and limsup p,,c,, B, > 0. If 
limp,, = E, c,, can be chosen so that limsup p,,c,, B, = co. 
Proof: (i) Hardy [25] proffers a concise demonstration without stat- 
ing the theorem: There exists N for which n > N* c,,( B, - BN) 6 
C” N + , ck b, < E; hence c,, B,, < E + c,, B, < 2~ if n is sufficiently large. 
(ii) Write cp(n) G p, I!?, so that liminf cp(n) = 0. Choose integers 
n, <n2< ... such that cp(n,)lO and C cp(n,,) < a. Define 
ck-c(k)~[B(n,.+,)]~‘cp(n,+,) for n,.<kdn,.+,. Then c,JO, and (with 
the sum extended between n,,+l and n,,,) Cbkck=[B(n,.+,)-B(n,)] 
c(n, + 1) < cp(n,,+ ,). Thus C;” b,,c, < co. Nevertheless, limsup c(n) B(n)pL’* 
3 limsup c(n,,+ ,) B(n,,+ ,)[q(n,,, r)] ’ = 1. If limp, = co, this implies 
limsup c, B, p,, = co. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.3.2. A suitable perturbation of the c,,‘s could secure their 
strict monotonicity in (ii). If in (i) we require of {c,,} only that c,, > 0 and 
c,$ + 0, we can still conclude that liminf c, B, = 0. (For c,, B,, > p > 0 
and C c,,b,, < 03 3 B,, + cxi and C b, B,; ’ < XI, which contradicts 
Lemma 2.3.3(i).) 
LEMMA 2.3.3. (Abel-Dini theorems [36, pp. 290, 2931). (i) Jf b,, 3 0 
and B,,hxC; b, + co, then C B;;‘b,, < co iff 0 > 1. (ii) If a,, 30 and 
Rn - C,“, , a,< 00, then I: R,;“u,,< co iff 8< 1. 
Remark 2.3.4. The next lemma is central to the proof of our main 
theorem, Theorem 3.1.1. It was suggested by a lemma from [lo] (viz., 
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CT k”a, = O(n6 ~ “) 0 C,” ak = O(n-‘) for ak > 0,6 > cr > 0). The conclusion 
of Lemma 2.3.5 is trivial if 6 < 0. The hypothesis b,’ + 0 is redundant if b,, 
is quasi-monotonic (2.2). 
LEMMA 2.35 Suppose 6>0, b,,>O, b,+O, C;“n~‘b,<co and 
{ ak 1 TT is positive. Then 
s, --1 C Ikl”a, = O(nb,,) * c a,=0 ( c k-‘b,). (2.3.6) 
Ikl <n Ikl >R k > n 
The implication subsists if 0 is modtfied to o. 
Proof. We present the proof assuming that {&} is a one-ended 
sequence (1 d k < CXX). Since C;ak=C;(sk-sk~‘)k~6=s,m~6- 
n-“+Cmp’ s,(k-“-(k+ l)-“), have c? ak = O(bm) + 
~~b~k~bkk'6~1)=0(1).SOfOrk<Hk<Wke+*,~,:a,~6~::s,n;S~'~ 
6 c,: O(k 'b/x). Q.E.D. 
(2.4) A measurable function L(t) > 0 that is defined for all large t is 
called slowly varying at cc (s.v.) iff, for each c > 0, L(ct)/L(t) + 1 when 
t + co. A S.V. sequence {l,,} is one of the form L(n). (This is in fact [22] 
no less general than a natural sequential definition.) We shall reserve the 
notation I, = L(n) for a S.V. sequence, and extend the domain of L, on occa- 
sion, by L( - t) = L(t). A regularly varying function R is one of the form 
R(t) = 1 tip L(t) with p E R. Such a function constitutes a natural generaliza- 
tion of a power function. The class of such functions subsumes many func- 
tions typically cited for comparison purposes. The following facts that we 
require about sv functions can be found among [ 1, 2, 21, 22, 30, 39, 421. 
LEMMA 2.4.1. Suppose L is slowly varying. Then 
(i) Zf c is restricted to a compact subset of (0, co), lim L(ct)/L(t) = 1 
umformly with respect to c. 
(ii) If cx>O, lim t”L(t)=O. 
(iii) Zf E >O, M,(x)~xxC sup{tt”L(t):t 2x) satisfies M,:(x)- L(x). 
(iv) If 6>0, C;L(k)k”~‘-6~‘L(n)n’ and C,” L(k)k-“-I- 
cF’L(n) n6. 
(v) Both F(t)GJi up’L(u)du and T(t)Aj,? up’L(u)du (if 
convergent) are so and L(t) = o(P’(t)). 
(vi) A function K defined on [a, co ) is sv zf and only zf 
K(t) - exp(.fi s -‘v(s) ds), where v is continuous and v(s) + 0 when s + co. 
Remark 2.4.2 (a) Concerning (vi) see [22; 39; 21, p. 2821. Evidently 
a function L has the representation L(t) =exp(j: SF’v(s) ds), with 
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v(t)=o(l) and continuous, if and only if LEC’ and L’(t)=o(t ‘L(t)); 
and such a function is sv. Every sv function is asymptotic to such a func- 
tion. Manifestly, r”L(f) = a”exp(jil (v(s) + 6) ,s ‘ds) eventually increases if 
6 > 0 but decreases if 6 < 0. This illumines Zygmund’s definition of sv [60, 
p. 1861; every sv function is asymptotic to one of Zygmund type. 
(b) Concerning (iv), see [30]; however, (iv) follows easily from (vi) 
and the elementary fact [S, Vol. I, p. 231 that hk 3 0 and Us - hl, + 
x? uk -x7 h, if C h, = co. Because of it and (a) it suffices to infer from the 
relation L’(r) = o(t -‘L(t)) that uh G k”L(k)-(k- l)“L(k - 1) - h,s 
Gk”-‘L(k), and then once again to invoke (justified by Lemma 2.4.l(ii)) 
the above “elementary fact.” The verification that ul, - h, relies upon the 
mean value theorem and Lemma 2.4.1(i) (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.7.4.) The 
second assertion of (iv) can be proved similarly, since ah - h, 3 C,T+ , a, - 
c ,y+ , 6, if C h, < K. (Incidentally, the fact that uk and hk eventually have 
the same sign implies, alternatively (cf. (a)), the monotonicity of {n”L(n)}.) 
(c) Consequent to (iv), if LI,, is quasi-monotonic and x l,,u,, < r;: then 
nl,,a, --t 0. (Because if c, I n ‘an 4 0 for c( > 0, Lemma 2.3.1, applied to 
C c,(n”l,) < a, yields c,, Cy k”l, + 0.) Compare [58 J. 
(d) Concerning (v), see [42, p. 2201 or [ 1. p. 88 3. That T is sv when 
L is sv requires only 1’Hbpital’s rule: lim T(ct)/T(f) = lim( - (ct) ’ L(cr) c)/ 
(-t-‘L(t))=lim L(cr)/L(r). (Similarly for Fif F(r)-+ a.) 
Remark 2.4.3. A sv function with limit 0 need not be quasi-monotonic 
nor asymptotic to a decreasing function [54J. However, in light of Lem- 
ma 2.4.l(ii), (iii), each sv function L is asymptotic to a quasi-monotonic 
function of arbitrarily small index F > 0; i.e., f em”M,:(r) 10. 
(2.5) When c= {c,,} is a complex sequence with limit 0, c* = {c:} will 
denote the decreasing rearrangement of { Ic,! I }. (c* is always defined on 
Z+, though c may be defined on Z.) Suppose a,, and b,, are positive with 
u,,+Oand b,,increasing (n=l,2 ,... ). Then [61, p. 1223, Cu,*b,,<Cu,h,,; 
the inequality would be reversed if b,, decreased. (This is intuitively clear: 
If apes a,, a,, . . . (weights) hang from branches h,, h2, . (lengths) on the 
same side of a fragile tree, they are least likely to topple it (i.e., they mini- 
mize the Simian moment S = C u,,b,,) when the heaviest ape hangs on the 
shortest branch, etc.). 
Another evident fact that we shall use repeatedly is that if uk 30 and 
C ak < x, then x,7 at< C;:- uk. More generally, if h,, increases and 
x a,,b,, < cc, then 
(2.51) 
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(A verification mimics the proof of Abel’s lemma [60, p. 31: 1 a, < co; so 
we can let s, 2 C,” (uk - a:) 3 0. Then (2.51) follows from CT b,(a, -at) 
= h,s, + C;-’ (hk+, - bk)sk+, - b,s,+, > -h,,s,,,+,, because 0 6 
~,s,+, Gb,c:+l %dC,“+, Q,h=o(l).) 
Note also that 
0 < P,~ < q,l = o( 1) * pz< 4:; and in particular P,~ zz q,l * p,T% qz. (2.5.2) 
Finally, 
0 d r, = o(s,,) and s,, J 0 =S r,T= o(s,,). (2.53) 
(2.6) The Lorentz (quasi) norm of a complex null sequence c is 
llcll,., ~~~P{~“‘C), O<r<co. (2.6.1) 
The expository [32], as well as [7, 12, 531, may be consulted. However, 
except for a lemma in [53], they emphasize the more complicated function 
space norms, whose properties differ in significant particulars from our 
sequence norms. Accordingly, we devote a few paragraphs to the ramilica- 
tions of definition (2.6.1). 
We shall encounter sums similar to (2.6.1) except that ]c,] will be 
employed in them in place of c,*. Although the decreasing rearrangement of 
a sequence may be difficult to work with ([28, p. 1651 is illuminating), its 
appearance in (2.6.1) guarantees that the norm 11 1 r.4 (hence the associated 
sequence spaces /,,,j) will change predictably when /I changes. 
(2.7) Obviously I,, expands with increasing r. (The same would be true 
without the decreasing rearrangement.) Less obviously, I,, expands with 
increasing fi (since by the quasi-monotone Olivier theorem (2.2), 
IIcII~,~ < cc * FZ”~C,*= o( 1) j (n’lrf$ d A(n’l’c,*)@ if B < y). 
Even more significant is the way in which the first index dominates the 
second index: for any p and y, I,, c I,;. if r < q (because I/c/I~,~ < cc * 
(n wp)Y * - 1 = O(n-‘-“wl14’)) 
Remark 2.7.1. If Ic, I were used in (2.6.1), rather than cf, the last men- 
tioned inclusion, as well as the nesting relation p < y =S I,,, c lr,?, would fail. 
For example, let m > r be an integer; define c, = 2”“-“‘jr’ if II = 2”” (v = 1, 
2, 3...) while c,=O if n#2”“. Then x (n”‘c,)8,-‘=~2”8~‘~)< co iff 
/?-cm. 
On the other hand, by the proof, the implication lI~ll,~,~ < CC =z- IIcI[~,~ < cc 
for j3 < y holds if any specific quasi-monotonic arrangement of ICI is used 
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in both of the norms. This observation invites our consideration of spaces 
of sequences c for which (2.6.1) is finite for some (every) quasi-monotonic 
rearrangement c,T of c,,. Disappointingly perhaps, this produces no 
generalization of the Lorentz spaces (cf. Theorem 2.12.1). However, this 
negative result will permit a “positive” interpretation of Theorem 3.1.1; 
cf. (3.2.1)). 
(2.8) Everyting we have asserted in this section concerning one- 
ended sequences can be modified to pertain to two-ended sequences 
(-x<n<cc:). 
Note, finally, that, by virtue of (2.5.2) if c,, z h,, then c E I,,) iff h E I,,,. 
(2.9) The (finite) trigonometric Fourier transform is ,f(n) A 
(271) ljF,f(t)emi”‘dt, forfEL’[O,2n]. 
B. Mostly Inequalities 
(2.10) We require extensions of the sequential Hardy-Littlewood 
inequalities [29, p. 2551 to include sv terms. Their validity was suggested 
by an integral analogue of (2.10.2) employed in [33]. The proofs require 
routine modification of those in [26]; but since subsequent expositors have 
eschewed proofs of even the prototypes, we outline a demonstration of the 
most difficult of the four. 
LEMMA 2.10.1. Suppose a,, 3 0, p 3 1 and I,, is sv. Then: 
Zfc>l andS,Afu,<a thenff,,n “St < A i l,rn6’ ‘a:, (2.10.2) 
II N N 
where A depends upon p, c and (I,?} but not upon {a,,} or N. 
If‘c>l ands,~~~a,, then~I,,n~‘sf:~A~I,,nY~‘a~. (2.10.3) 
I I 
If 0 < p < 1 the reverse inequalities of (2.10.2) and (2.10.3) are valid. 
Proof of 2.10.2. We may assume p > 1 and 1 f,,np ‘a: < m. Let a,, i 
Cy l,k-” 6 Al,,n’ ‘, by Lemma 2.4.l(iv). From Holder’s inequality and 
Lemma 2.4.l(iv), a,,SE = a,{C: (k’ “lPI:‘“ak)(lk ‘/pk ’ +‘!p)}p < Al,,n’ ’ 
{C; /,k”-“aL’}{~,;- l;/!‘-P’k” P)f(P ‘)}P--I =o(l) as n+ ~0. On 
the other hand, cG/,,n ~‘S~<~~~ ’ a,,(S~-S~+,)+a,Sfi~; SO that 
C,” l,n- “SE 9 C,” a,(S;- Sg, ,) < A x,” (I,n’ “)(pSE~~ ‘a,) < 
A {C; b-’ (na,)p}L’p {C,” I,n ‘S~}‘~“J’. Q.E.D. 
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(2.11) The inequalities (2.10.2) and (2.10.3) are false, in general, if 
p < 1. However, as proved in [38] for the case 1, = 1 and C;“, and in a 
more general form in [S], they hold if a, is quasi-monotonic. Thanks to a 
versatile theorem from [S], the proofs of the extensions we require are 
easier than those of Lemma 2.10.1. Boas’ theorem implies, in particular, 
that for 0 < p d 1 and a, quasi-monotonic (with n zu,l JO, c( > 0) 
‘X 
( ) 
Cak ’ <A f agk(‘-‘, where 0~8~1 and A=A(p,c~,o). (2.11.1) 
,I CHf71 
LEMMA 2.11.2. Suppose a,, is quasi-monotonic and I, = L(n) is SD. Define 
7,,-IC’,‘k-‘l,. ThenforO<p<l and0<6<1: 
If c<l, fl.,nm’(fo,)i’<A f l,nP “a:. (2.11.3) 
N n CONI 
Corresponding to c = 1, 
!fc> 1, ~l.,n~l’(~u,)ldA~l.,n~~‘a~. (2.11.5) 
1 1 I 
Proof. By (2.11.1) and Lemma 2.4.l(iv), C,” 1,n -‘(I,” uk)“<ACG 1, 
n~“C$,,a;kP ’ f A~,“=CoN,a~kp~‘~~~~l,n~” dAC~,,a~kP~’ 
L(t-k/d]) Ck/el’-“6A I;,,,, k aPkPp”L(k), proving (2.11.3). For (2.11.4) 
the penultimate inequality is modified appropriately. For (2.11.5) a variant 
[S] of (2.11.1) is used. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.11.6. Inequality (2.11.4) is invalidated if 7, is replaced by an 
essentially smaller sequence. An example in the log scale can evince this 
amply for our later needs (in (3.5)). Let 1, =log n)b, b > - 1; hence 
i7;,-(h+ l)-’ (logn) *+’ If a<h+f choose p so that a-h<p<l and . 
let a,kK’(logn)-’ Ch+‘l.‘p. Then Cn~ ‘(logn)b(C,” u~)~= co, while 
C (log n)U no ~ ‘a: < cc. 
(2.12) The significance of the next fact will become evident in (3.2) 
(See (1.8) for the definition of l,,Y.,.) 
THEOREM 2.12.1. Suppose 0 < fl< co, 0 < r < 00 and {a,} is quasi-mono- 
tonic. Then {a,} E I,,,, if and only if C (I!,” n”‘a,)8 n-’ < co. 
Remark 2.12.2. Theorem 2.12.1 is contained in the next two lemmas. 
Though more general than required to prove the theorem, they would 
appear to be of independent interest. Furthermore, the formulation of 
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(2.12.9) in terms of &quasi-monotonic sequences, in the vein of theorems 
of [9], renders the method of proof nearly self-evident. That inequalities of 
these kinds (between quasi-monotonic sequences and their decreasing 
rearrangements) might exist was suggested by a remark in the prolusion 
of [S]. 
LEMMA 2.12.3. Suppose {a,,} is u positive null .sequence with a,n ’ JO 
for some x > 0 und {l,,} is slowly varying. Then (f y E R, there exist A, 
depending only upon C-X, y and the sequence Cl,, } jor which 
N N 
2 l,nYa,, d A 1 l,,nj’af, (2.12.4) 
I I 
sup{l,,n’a,,:n< N) 6 A sup{l,,n7u,T:nd N}, (2.12.5) 
a,T=o(l,, ‘n l’)*ct,,=o(l,,~‘n ?). (2.12.6) 
Proof Since a,,n -’ decreases, if 0 < 3, < CI ‘, then n(n -‘a,,)‘j2< 
c; k - dl242 < {C; k -af.)1’2 (Cy ui}1/2 6 An” -Oi.)i2 (C;l (a,*)i}1’2. Hence 
(1: < An ’ i (a;)“, O<i.<a ‘. (2.12.7) 
By further restricting A to satisfy A < 1 and ?-A ’ < - 1, we can 
deduce (2.12.4) via (2.10.3): Cp l,?ni’u,, 6 A x:;” l,,n7 ‘/‘:(I; (Q$)‘~’ 6 
A C;” b iif. + I’m i/1( (a,*)“)l!j., as asserted, 
To prove (2.12.5), let M,~sup{l,n”a,*: rzdN} (so that a~<l,‘k “M, 
when k < N). Choose 0 < A < min(cl- ‘, y ’ } to conclude, via (2.12.7) and 
Lemma 2.4.l(iv), that (all suprema are constrained by n 6 N) sup l,n”a, 6 
A Supl,n~n -l!j.{c;l(ak*)~}lll 6 A supl,n;‘n l’j.{Cyl;j.k Yj.M;}l/j. d 
As~pl,,n~n~‘~~M,{l,~“n~~“+~}““=AM,. Similarly, to verify (2.12.6) 
since yA < 1, we infer that a,, d An l/i(z;1 o(l, ik-yJ.)}l/i=o(n ~I;1 
{l;‘n ;‘i+ I ) l,‘i) = o(/, In :‘I, Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.12.8. Zf a,>O, 6,,>0, u,,-+O, a,,-uo,+,>-S,, ?>-I, 
1 </I< 03, and {In} is sv then 
(where A depends only upon p, y, and the sequences {I, } and { 6,) ); further, 
zf (a,} is quasi-monotonic (i.e., 6,, = O(n ‘a,,)) then ,!I > 0 suffices 
(2.12.10) 
(and the last sum in (2.12.9) is, qj’course, nugatory). 
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If0 < r < co, then (corresponding to setting y = /3/r - 1 and replacing I,, by 
1:) then allowing fl-+ a3 ) 
sup(l,n’f’a,T:n>N} <A sup{I,,n’!‘a,,:n3N} +A sup{l,,n’+“‘6,,:n> N}. 
(2.12.11) 
!fC l,;‘n-‘<co, or z~~~,<co, then (2.12.11) is validwhen r=ccj. 
(2.12.12) 
ProoJ: If the right side of (2.12.9) is finite, by Holder’s inequality, 
whence by Minkowski’s inequality 
and (2.10.2), (C,” I,znY(a,*)8}‘iB< {CG I,~n;‘a~}‘ifi+ {CG I,n7Afj}“P< 
(1: I,,n~afj}“p + A{CG InnP+Y~~}l’B. In verifying (2.12.10) we may 
assume that 6,’ = An ‘a,, (so, in particular, 6 is also quasi-monotonic). 
Since y > - 1 and (Remark 2.4.2(c)) finiteness of the right side of (2.12.9) 
implies that a0 = o(lP’nP;‘- ‘), without appeal to Holder’s inequality we 
find that C 6,; co. kurther, since 6 is quasi-monotonic, (2.11.3) (in place 
of (2.10.2)) is available when 0 <B < 1 to effect the proof as before. 
To verify (2.12.11) observe that M,~sup{l,,n’+“‘6,:n~N) * 
6,<M,l, ‘k-l-‘/’ for k 3 N + A,, 2 Cp 6, < AM, I,,- ’ n ~ Iir, by Lemma 
2.4.l(iv). Since af<a,,+A,,, (2.12.11) is immediate, as is (2.12.12). 
Q.E.D. 
C. Hilbert Schmidt Kernels 
(2.13) See [20,45] or [SS]. Suppose T is a compact linear operator in 
a separable Hilbert space .z? with the orthonormal basis ((p,}. If 
{C llT%l12}“2 < co, T is called a HilberttSchmidt (HS) operator; the left 
side has the same value for every ON basis and is called the HS norm of 
T. If X = L2[0, 27~3, a HS operator T is expressible in terms of a kernel 
K(s, t) such that KEL*[O, 27~1’ (HS kernel) according to the rule 
TX(S) = sp K(s, t) x(t) dt for all x E L’; and each L2 kernel generates a HS 
operator in this way. 
For each compact Tin any 2 the decreasing sequence {s,} = {s,(T)} of 
singular numbers is such that {si) constitutes the (non-zero) spectrum of 
T*T (multiplicities respected). By definition T belongs to the Schatten 
class S, iff {s,JT)}EI,, O<rd cc. We write /IT/l.& II{s,,(T)}I/,,. (No other 
operator norm will occur.) The norm )I T/l 2 agrees with the HS norm of T; 
and [49, pp. 150, 1161 (cf. also [lS]) when TE Sz, 
for every ON basis {(Pi 1. (2.13.1) 
409. ‘45 !-20 
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Salient among the Schatten classes is S,, the trace class. Its elements are 
termed nuclear. If TE S, its eigenvalue sequence ( j”,,) (which may be tinite- 
even void) also belongs to I,; and, in fact [5.5] 
(2.13.2) 
if Ii,, / decreases and multiplicities are duly observed on both sides. (In 
general, Ii,, 1 d s,, is false.) 
If I.,, # 0 are complex numbers with jj.,, 1 J 0 and { cp,} is an ON basis of 
X, then TX AC 3.,, (x, cp,,) cp,, defines a compact normal operator, for 
which s,(T) = II-,, I. (The converse (spectral theorem), though ordinarily 
hailed as the primary fact, will not be required.) 
(2.14) If fE L’[O, 27~1 the difference kernel K(s, t)Aj’(t--s) gives rise 
to a compact [24, p. 731 normal operator T on L2 whose eigenvalues are 
the Fourier coefficients of ,f; thus s,,(K) = s,,( T) = f *( n). 
(2.15) The composition theorem has proved effective in several con- 
texts: If S, T are compact then IISTII ~, < const./lSI/ h II TIl( provided 
u -‘z/J ‘+c ’ (In fact, const = 1, but that nicety complicates the proof 
considerably.) This inequality stems from the fact [20, p. 10891 that 
s ,I t ,,I , (ST) d s,,(S) .s,,,( T). (2.15.1) 
We require a Lorentz version of the composition theorem, for which we 
sketch a proof that is somewhat briefer than the usual one for Lebesgue 
spaces (e.g., [45, p. 951; though the demonstration in [20, p. 10941 is of 
unsurpassable brevity). 
We denote by S,,.,! the class of compact operators T for which 
I.s,,(T)) E b,,,,? (cf. (1.8)). 
LEMMA 2.15.2. Suppose u ‘=/I ‘+c ‘, s ‘=t ‘fu ‘, cx ‘= 
/I ’ + y ‘, where 0 < a, h, c d CC, - x <s, t, u<rr;, stu#O, and O<cr,p,r 
< co. Let S, T he compact operators in .R. Then therr exists A, depending 
solely upon h, c, t, u, /I, 7, and {I,,], for which II { s,(ST)} II u .,,. 2 d 
All h,(Wll~.t,p II {M-)ku,;.. 
Proof By virtue of monotonicity of {s,,}, the sv property of {I,,}, and 
the discretionary constant A, it suffices to estimate the norm of (So,,}. 
Suppose initially that CI < CC. By (2.15.1) and Holder’s inequality 
//{~~~(ST)jlj~,,,,,~ = {C (IfiiJn’~u,z,,(ST))‘n ‘}‘“’ < {C (Ifi”n”‘.s,,(S))’ (I,!‘” 
n”“.y,,(T))“n ‘}‘;’ < iC(rl;‘n’!h,s,,(S))“n ‘)“B {C(/f/r~“~.s,,(T));‘n ‘)“‘. 
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Similarly, if c( = cc (hence p = y = cc ), I/ { s,,,(ST)} II U. Y, X d sup{ (I!,“n”“s,,(s)) 
U~~~““&m} G II(&m~Ilh.Lr Ili~,,~~)k.,,. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.15.3. The proof is valid for the tails (i.e., if the sums (or the 
sups) are all extended for n 3 N). 
(2.16) Theorem 3.1.1. will manifest the significance of the following 
extension of (2.13.2). 
THEOREM 2.16.1. Suppose that 0 < p d co, 0 < r d cc and that {A,,} are 
the eigenvalues and {s,} the singular numbers of a compact operator T, with 
each sequence ordered according to decreasing mod&. Then there exists A, 
depending upon r, /I, and the sv sequence {I’,}, but not upon N, for which: 
IfP<Q F l,,,-‘+B!’ I~,,l”4A~~,n~‘+U”sfi. (2.16.2) 
1 1 
!fr< m, sup{I,,n’;‘lI.,,I :n d N} d A sup{l,,n”‘s,:n 6 N}. (2.16.3) 
Ifrcco, s,, = o(l,; ’ n ~ I!‘) * I,, = o(l,; ’ n - I”). (2.16.4) 
Proof. The verifications are straightforward by virtue of the deep 
inequality [35, Cor. 3.71 
LP 
Ii,,1 <A(p)n-I’” is; 
i 1 
for O<p<l. (2.16.5) 
I 
Accordingly, we choose p to satisfy 0 < p < min(r, b, 1) to conclude, with 
the aid of (2.10.3), that C;Yn~‘+B!‘lj.n(BdACfiI,,n~lfB”--~’IP{C1s~}B’P~ 
A 1;” I,,n-- I +B”sf, thereby proving (2.16.2). 
Turning to (2.16.3) we let M,Gsup I,n”‘s,; so that s < I-‘k-‘I’M, for k’ k 
k < N. Take 0 < p < min{ r, 1 } and use Lemma 2.4.l(iv) to conclude, 
for n 6 N, that lnnl”lj.,, 1 < Al,n’i’n~“P(C; s:}‘~” < AI,n”‘- ‘IPMN 
~e~;l;Pk~Pj’}“P~Al,,nl~‘~‘~PM,[l,Pnl~P”]”’=AM,. IfS,=o(l;‘np’/‘), 
O<p<r. By Lemma 2.4.1 (iv), li,,Ip<An~‘C~s~=An~’ 
C; o(l~Pkp~““) = o(l,;Pnpp”). Q.E.D. 
3. PRINCIPAL THEOREMS 
(3.1) THEOREM 3.1.1. Suppose that K(s, t) is a HS kernel which is 
2rt-periodic in its second variable (see Remark 3.1.15(ii)), that (In} is slowly 
varying, and that 1~~62, O<r<2, 0</3< a3. Define (see (2.1)) 
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$(h,p,s)~Q(h;p;K(s, .)) and w(h)= w(h;p; K)%z%up{ iil+Qh’,p, ‘)lIl.?: 
O<h’<h.}. Then: 
(i) Zfr<2, 
and corresponding to b = CD, 
sup{l,n1”s,(K):n3N}6A sup{l,n’!‘w(n ‘;p;K):nbN}. (3.1.3) 
(ii) When r = 2, 0 </I < 2, and 7, A CT k-‘I, (cf: Lemma 2.4.1(v)) 
then 
ff,,sf(K)n-‘+A12 ““<A fI,,w”(n ‘;p;K)nmm’+B12 I”. (3.1.4) 
N I i N 1 
A depends upon p, r, p, and the sequence {I,,}, hut not upon K or N. 
Remark 3.1.5. There is no interest in values of r > 2, nor, in (ii), in 
values of fl> 2, since K is conceded to be a HS kernel. Further, the 
theorem does not extend to values of p > 2; see (3.7). 
Remark 3.1.6. The proof, as written, will result in [N/2] appearing on 
the right sides of the inequalities, instead of N. This implies the inequalities 
as they are stated because of Lemma 2.4.1 (i) and (2.1.1). 
Proof: (i) Initially suppose p > 1 and p < x. By Minkowski’s 
inequality 
On the other hand, the Hausdorff-Young theorem guarantees that 
{C I&, k)lY Isin W ) 4 1/Y 6 ASZ(h; p; K(s, .)). Discard the tails of the sum 
(for Ikl >n), set h=n-’ and note that (sinkn-‘1 >Alkl n-’ for lkl dn. 
Thus 
C MY I&, k)lY d An2$*(n ‘, p, s). (3.1.8) 
lkl <n 
Let ck G ,I& ., k)llL2, integrate (3.1.8), and incorporate the result into 
(3.1.7): Z,k,sn ~k~Yc;I~AnY{~~~~2(n~L,p,s)ds}Y’2=AnYllIC/(n~~’,p,~)/l~,~. 
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By (2.5) Lemma (2.3.5), and (2.2.1) there follow, seriatim, 
and C,” InnP’+8/’ (c*(2n))B < A 1,” l,,n I PBIY+BI’{C,” wY(km i)}B’y. 
Since B/r>P/q, it follows from (2.10.2) (if /3>q) or from (2.11.1) (if 
fl<q) and &,,-I,, that 
~I,n~‘+““(c,*)B$A~I,n-‘+B”~~P(n~~’;p;K). (3.1.11) 
N N 
(The need for 2N in the left sides of (3.1.11) and (3.1.12) is obviated 
by (2.1.1).) Furthermore, when p= 1 (3.1.11) is (trivially) valid, 
because, by [60, p. 451, Ik((s, n)l < 2w(n-‘; 1; K) * c,, d 2w(n-‘; 1; K) * 
c,*< 2w(n-‘; 1; K), by (2.5.2). 
We turn to the version of (3.1.11) that corresponds to fl= co; viz., 
sup{l,,n”‘c,*:n~N}~Asup{I,,n”‘~(n~’;p):nbN}~AM,. (3.1.12) 
The case p = 1 is again evident. Suppose p > 1 and M, < co. Then (3.1.10) 
implies (all suprema are constrained by n >, N) sup I,n”‘c*(2n) d 
A sup Inn”‘n~l’Y[~,” ~q(k~‘)]“~ < A sup Inn”‘+ l’y[C,” MY,I,YkPY”]‘i4. 
Since q > r Lemma 2.4.l(iv) and montonicity of cx yield sup{/,n”‘c,*: 
n 2 2N) <AM, sup 1, which implies (3.1.12) by (2.1.1). 
Let T denote the HS operator generated by K. We complete the proof 
of (i) by appeal to (2.13.1), wherein we take { cp,} 7 to be the exponential 
functions (27~) ~I” ek (where eJt) = eik’) rearranged into a one-ended 
sequence such that 11 TV, Ij is decreasing; hence II TV,, II = c,*. Thus by (2.2.1), 
(2.13.1) gives 
.yZn<npl”’ f (~k*)~ ‘12. 
1 I’ n 
Accordingly, since s, decreases and I, is sv, 
(3.1.13) 
<A f l,,n-‘+fll’-Pf2 PI2 . (3.1.14) 
N 
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Since r < 2 the proof of (3.1.2) can be completed by an application to 
(3.1.14) of (2.10.2) (if 268-C ~0) or of (2.11.3) (if 862) in conjunction 
with (3.1.1 I). 
Similarly, to establish (3.1.3) define U,v A sup{ I,,n’ ‘c,*:n 3 N}; then 
proceed as in the proof of (3.1.12) and utilize (3.1.13) and (3.1.12). Thus 
sup{l,,n”‘s,,:n32N) 6 A sup{I,,n’ ‘sZ,,:n3 N} < sup{l,n”“n~“‘*[C~ Ux 
l,“k~“]“:n3N}dAU,~dAM,. The proof of(i) is complete. 
To prove (ii) we observe that the proof of (3.1.11) is valid if r < q, hence 
in particular if r = 2 and p < 2 (and we shall validate (3.1.11) momentarily 
in case p = 2). Accordingly, we can obtain (ii) from (3.1.11) and (3.1.14) 
(wherein r = 2) by invoking (2.11.4). It remains to justify our use 
of (3.1.11) when p = 2 = q. To this end integrate Bessel’s inequality 
C,k,3,1 I&> k)12 sin’kh d ‘+b2(h, 2 s), and note the equality [S, Vol. II, 
p. 1561 n 12 sin’khdh > 7c/4 for k >n and the fact that h ‘u*(h; 2) 
increases. We obtain 1:’ (cz)? d C Ik12n ci~(4n/~)CIkI>,,j? I&, k)12 d.y 
it,” sin’ khdh < An ~~“‘~~ $*(h, 2, s) ds dh d An I;;!” h ‘w2(h; 2; K) dh d 
An(x/n)(n/x) w*(x/n, 2, K) < Antrs’(n ‘; 2; K); whence, by (2.2.1) and 
” (2.1.1), cz< A\t12(nm , 2 ; K . This implies (3.1.11 ) for p = 2. ) Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1.15(i) The proof is unaltered in essence if * moduli (or 
higher differences) are used throughout. This is a de facto improvement 
only if r-l -4~ ‘= 1. 
(ii) The periodicity restriction in the hypothesis can be waived, 
thanks to a standard procedure [16]. 
(iii) Inequality (3.1.3) sustains a “little 0” assertion as well as a “big 
0” assertion. 
(iv) The key idea of the proof of (3.1.4) (involving l sin’ khdh) was 
invented by Stechkin to prove Szasz’ theorem (C w(n-‘; 2;f) < x a 
pe I’). He completed his proof with a clever argument [S, Vol. II, p. 1571. 
The pedestrian one that we use permits extensions, however. It seems, 
though, that Stechkin’s “key idea” is inappropriate for proving 
Theorem 3.1.1; for only a weakened form of (3.1.2) is obtained when it is 
applied in conjunction with (a vector version of) the Hausdorff-Young 
inequality. To wit, the right side of (3.1.2) would involve {l( IIK( ., t + h) - 
K( ., f)ll L2Y df> ‘jp, which is larger than the expression {J {J IK(s, t + h) - 
K(s, t)l p dt }*;” ds} I,* that enters into the definition of w(h;p; K). 
(v) The set of inequalities (3.1.2) for the tails of the sums may be 
significantly more informative than the single inequality for which N = 1. 
As a naive illustration, assume r = b and 1,, = 1; then 1,: .$ < 
AC” k-/hwfi(k-‘. , p). Suppose, for example, that w(h; p) = O(h”A(h ’ )) 
whe;e a > 0 and ii(t) is sv. Setting p = q we conclude by Lemma 2.4.l(iv), 
(2.2.1), and the fact that /1(2n)-/l(n) that s,,< An U ‘,qA(n). In par- 
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titular, for a difference kernel we obtain f*(n)= O(n L1m ““n(n)). This is 
proved in [43, Thm. 51 under the assumption that 1.71 decreases and 
A(r) ii 1. 
(3.2) We have noted in (1.7) that (3.1.2) (wherein we take N = 1 and 
replace I by rP) asserts that n ,I 
{/,,M~(~~‘;~;K)}E/,~,~=>{~,,s,(K)}~I,,, if l<p<2, O<r<2, O<fl<co. 
(3.2.1) 
However, some care is required to substantiate this interpretation since I,, 
is defined in terms of the decreasing rearrangement; and {l,Zs,,} need not be 
decreasing, nor even quasi-monotonic (Remark 2.4.3). However, as noted 
in Remark 2.4.3, {1,l}, and hence also {Ins,*}, is asymptotic to a quasi- 
monotonic sequence to which Theorem 2.12.1 is applicable. Thus (3.2.1) is 
a consequence of (3.1.2) (in which we replace I,, by If’” and take N = 1) and 
the last sentence of (2.8). 
(3.3) An interpretation of (3.1.2) alternative to (3.2.1) is valuable (cf. 
[41], [6]). Fix a specific sv sequence {InI in terms of which the norm 
II II r,.,./t is defined by (1.8.1). Then a corollary of (3.1.2) is (notation of 
(2.15)) 
bw’;P; K)}E~r.~.8~KESr,.~.,~~ 1 <p~2,0<r<2,0<~~cooo,s#0, ax. 
(3.3.1) 
When I,, s 1 an integral equivalent of the series on the right of (3.1.2) is 
Jt, (h -’ w(h; p; K))p h ’ d/z, with CI = r- ’ - q ~ ‘. If K is a difference kernel 
this integral is customarily adopted to define the generalized Lipschitz 
space Lip(cr, p, p) to which K belongs (see (1.6)). 
(3.4) One would expect the choice, in (1.8.1), of a sv sequence for 
which lim I,, = 00 (or lim I,, = 0, which amounts to the same thing if s is 
replaced by -s) to be most popular. Of course, an 1, for which 
I, + I;’ = O( 1) is otiose in this context. We shall assume henceforth that 
1,; ’ = 0( 1). Consequently the spaces I,,,.,j will expand (in the weak sense) 
as s increases. 
Remark 3.4.1. A sv sequence (1,) can well satisfy limsup 1, = co and 
liminf I, = 0. This is readily deducible from the fact that 1, A exp (x1 k-. ‘ck) 
is sv if ck + 0. (In fact, all sv sequences arise in this way-to within 
asymptotic equivalence [22]; cf. Lemma 2.4.1 (vi).) 
That L~.,p expands with increasing r or with increasing /?, and that the 
first index dominates the other indexes, follows as in (2.6). (Here we rely 
upon Remark 2.4.2(c) to conclude that \I~jj,,,,,,~ < cc =j c,T= o(/;“~K”~).) 
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Furthermore, to a limited extend the second index may (depending upon 
{ 1,,}) dominate the third index. Specifically, suppose that y </I < ‘;G and 
t ’ < s ‘. Let p - (.v ’ - t I)/(;! ’ - b ‘). Then 
IIcII,,,,~ d A(lcll, .,r,, I for all c if and only if c I,, “K ’ < co. (3.4.2) 
Proof: The “if” part of (3.4.2) is immediate since, by Holder’s inequality 
(when /j’< cu), C(/;‘&$.)Y~ ’ < (C(l;\ n’q.,*)/~ ,I ’ )x8 {C /,;P,~ ’ )’ S/f. 
(The limiting case p = cc persists.) As to the converse, suppose CJ,, t
1; I,W’ + cc, and let (for ,Q < CC ) d,, 2 D,; ’ ?n ‘Y[i;” ,%:.~)!‘/f~ i l, Then 
by Lemma 2.3.3(i), C (I:‘n’;“d,,)T n ’ =C a,; ‘l,l~J’np’ = r3, whereas 
JJ[+‘$Qfl n- ’ = z g,, fiJqy, ’ < co, since p > y. If B = co the apposite 
relations are c (qp(.,*);‘ n 1 < (sup ((yn’ ‘c;);‘) c pi- :‘t’n 1 = 
Ij~ll;,~,~ C I,, “n ’ and d, k CJ,, “;‘Pz ‘!rl,, I;‘, from which sup 111;‘tz”“d,, = 
supo,l!;=ol “7<m. (The remaining equality is the same as when 
PC CQ.) Finally, since r # a, {d,,) is asymptotic to a decreasing sequence 
(Remark 2.4.3); so (3.4.2) is justified. 
The following specialization of (3.4.2) is worthy of note: Suppose there 
exists i 3 0 such that C I,, “n ’ < co if and only if p > %. Then for 
O<r<cc andy<fi<m 
I,,,, c lr,r.; if and only if s ’ - t ’ > i(;~ ’ -/I ‘). (3.4.3) 
(The “only if’ assertion of (3.4.3) is not altogether obvious when 1. = 0 
(which is its value, for example, for the sv sequence I,, = exp(log n)“‘). It is 
elucidated in (3.6.7(c).) 
On the other hand, suppose only that limsup I, = zc and that 0 < r < 8x, 
O<B<co, st#O, and s ’ < t-- ‘. Then the choices h A I”‘“n ’ +W and 
p,’ G IfjirPfi:’ in Lemma 2.3.l(ii) guarantee (via Lemma “2.4.l(iv)) that 
B,, m Ijj!snp’r and that there exists c,, JO for which 1 If”n ’ +““c{ < cc and 
limsup lf/‘nl’rc,t > 0; i.e., in the notation of (1.8.1 ), llc/lr,.,,,~ < m, while 
IIcII,,,,;, = CC for all y < a (and, if lim I,, = co, we can even arrange that 
II4 r.,. 1. = cc 1. Thus 
even when p < ‘J < cc, I,,,j c jr,,.? only if (and if) t ’ <s ‘. (3.4.4) 
(y = m is permitted if lim I, = cc.) Of course, if limsup I,, < 01: the value of 
the second index has no effect upon I,,,,,. (Recall the standing assumption 
(preceding Remark 3.4.1) that liminf I,, > 0.) 
(3.5) I do not know (even for I,, E 1) whether (3.1.2) is also valid when 
r = 2 and p 6 2. (Note, that, for any (I,, 1, (3.1.4) is properly weaker than 
(3.1.2) with r = 2, since [,,/I, + CG, by Lemma 2.4.1 (v). If such a speculative 
extension of (3.1.4) is indeed false, a counterexample cannot be obtained by 
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appealing, as is customary, to a difference kernel, because (as we indicated 
in the course of the proof of (3.1.4)), (3.1.11) is valid when r = 2 and 
1 < p 6 2 (even for 0 < /I < cc ); and of course (3.1.11) is all that is required 
when K(s, t) =f(t -s), since then s,(K) = c,T. The trigonometric corollary 
of Theorem 3.1.1 would seem to be of particular interest in its illumination 
of the behavior off* at the “Carleman singularity” referred to in (1.1) and 
exemplified by the functions discussed in [34]. We shall show elsewhere 
that (3.1.11) is also true for the Walsh-Fourier coefficients. Finally, 
Remark 2.11.6 shows that the aforementioned “speculative extension,” if 
true, cannot be proved merely by amending the hypotheses of (2.11.3) to 
permit c to have the value 1 without weakening (as in (2.11.4)) its conclu- 
sion. 
On the other hand, (3.1.4) is not the last word when r = 2; for we have 
the following slight improvement (in which we take I,, = log n in order to 
make comparision (Remark 3.5.6)) with (3.1.4) more transparent): 
THEOREM 3.51. Suppose that T is the HS operator associated with K, 
that E >O, O<a<2, and y ’ <p ’ +2- ‘. Then in the notation qf 
Theorem 3.1.1, (1.8), and (2.15) (wherein I,, = log n), 
{~~(n~‘;p;K)~~~2,,l~.,+l~B)~~.P~T~S2,.,+r.7~ if‘ ;’ ’ -fl-‘<2 ‘. 
(3.5.2) 
In j&t, ,for all N 3 1 
(n’/2(log ,)‘:(J+c, s,(K))” n-‘}“” 
f. (n”2(logn)“‘t’!8 w(n-‘;p; K))t’n-’ 
‘:/I 
. (3.5.3) 
N 
Proof. The validity of (3.5.3) will be evident from the proof that we 
present of (3.5.2) (cf. Remark 2.15.3). Inequality (3.1.10) shows that (3.5.2) 
will follow when we prove that 
1’7 
)I Tl12,,+,,;, = c (n”“(log n)“cJ+E) s,( T))7 n- ’ 
‘/[I 
6 A C (n’/2(log n)““+ ‘Ip c,*)O HP’ 
= ll{c,,fll 2.(1/s+ li[f)m’,/i (3.5.4) 
Since K is a HS kernel, { cz} E I,. Define r,, G {Cc (c;;*)‘} I”‘; so that by 
Lemma 2.3.3, {r,; “cz} E l2 if 8 < 1. Therefore, we define a HS operator T, 
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when we stipulate (in terms of the ON set employed in the proof of 
(3.1.13)) that T,cp,,r~,, “Tq,,, and T,q=O for (I,E{(P,,}’ (the orthocom- 
plement ). Likewise, we define (see (2.13)) a second compact operator T, by 
specifying T,cp,, G ~!cp,, and T2 cp = 0 if cp E { cp,,} ‘. Then Tz satisfies 
I/T21i ,.,~o.p~o= ll{~!)ll .,,., o.ljlcjG4 i~,l)llz.(l~,+l /iI 1./i; (3.5.5) 
for, by (2.11.3), x ((logn)“,” rjj)p’on ’ = C (log n)“” rfi~ ’ G 
A C (log n)’ t/,/5 (c,T)” np” ‘. Finally, since T= T, Tz, Lemma 2.15.2 shows 
that II TII 2..,#M.t l.2 + fj.8, Id A II T, II >. r.Z II T2 I/ r., e,P.,,; and, with s/f) = s + E, this 
implies (3.5.4) (even if s= x’) in light of (3.5.5) and the fact that 
T, E S2, x.23 the HS class. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.5.6. In (3.5.2) 7 may be smaller than fl. Compare with 
(3.1.4); viz, 
{ w(n ‘;P;K)JE~,.I,;~+~,/~, I,/,*TES~ ..,., i. (3.5.7) 
For s= z#, (3.5.2) is palpably stronger than (3.5.7); and in fact, (3.5.2) is 
not a consequence of (3.5.7) for any s # 0. For by (3.4.3) (we again write 
8 h s/(s + F) < 1 ), S? ,,,,, ti S, ,,,, (,,? when s ’ - fW I d 7 ’ - fl ‘; i.e., when 
1 -fl<s(y ’ - /I ’ ); i.e., when E is sufficiently small. 
On the other hand (cf. the first paragraph of (3.5)), it is plausible that 
(3.1.2) is valid when Y = 2 and b < 2. If this were so a preliminary 
application of (3.4.3) would lead to { ,c(n ‘; p; K)} E I?,( ,;,, + ,!,,, l,,, j 
{4~-‘;P;~f~~2,.,.; 3 TE S,,,.;. whenever 7 ’ < 2fi ‘. Since 2/I ’ >/I ’ 
+ 2- ’ (cf. with the restriction y ’ < fl ’ + 2 ’ in (3.5.2)), this projected 
improvement of (3.1.2) would be strictly stronger than (3.5.2). 
(3.6) We turn to the verification that the implication (3.3.1 ) is sharp, 
even for trigonometric series. We shall show that under suitable restrictions 
on the growth of I,, if I,,,,,,< is a proper subspace of I,.,,;. (both based upon 
{I >) then there exists gE Lf for which {t-~(n ‘;p; g)} E I,.,,,? 
W”e shall assume limsup I,, = m, liminf I,, > 0, 
and g$ I r..,. /j 
1 < p d 2, O<r<cz, 
/j’+y<co andO<r ‘-4 ‘~1. 
Remark 3.6.1. (i) The last restriction is not unreasonable in light of 
the fact that c1= r ’ -q ’ corresponds to the Lipschitz parameter of (3.3). 
(ii) If limsup I,, < cc the spaces I,,,,,{ are identical with the ordinary 
Lorentz spaces I, B, and the subsequent discussion could be much 
simplified. For example, if g is even with cosine coefficients 
a,,Annm”‘[(log log n)2 log n] ‘I” then gE Lp and {i+(n ‘;p; g)} E I,,{, but 
g does not belong to any Lorentz space that is a proper subspace of I,,,. 
(iii) The restriction fi + ;I < co is not required if lim I,, = co; compare 
the gloss to (3.4.4). 
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When u > r standard examples (cf. Remark 1.15) exhibit the desired g; 
so we shall consider only the case u = Y. The existence of g is based upon 
the following theorem of AljanciE-Tomic [3]. 
THEOREM 3.6.2. Suppose that 1 < p < co, and gE L’ and is even with 
g(lnl)JO. Then w(~‘;p;g) = O(g(n)) provided that 
1 k’,‘Y$f(k) =O(n’ + yj(n)) 
and (3.6.3) 
t kP -‘(g(k))“= O(npP’(g(n))“). 
ntl 
It is easily verified, by Lemma 2.4.1 (iv), that (3.6.3) holds for any 
sequence of the form 
g(n) = K’!‘i,, where nEZ’+ , 2”,, is slowly varying, and 0 < r < OCI, 
(3.6.4) 
if 0 < r ~ ’ - q ~ ’ < 1. Hence, our contention will be established when for 
each pair of spaces for which 
we exhibit a (even) sequence of the form (3.6.4) that satisfies 
(3.6.5) 
(3.6.6) 
The following possible relations among the indices are exhaustive (note 
that st < 0 is permissible): 
(a)s=t and flay, (b)s ‘<t-l, (~)s~‘at-’ andfl<y, 
(d)Smm’>fP’ and flay. (3.6.7) 
Since, by (3.4), (a) implies that Ir.,,;, c I,,, and this contravenes (3.6.5), (a) 
requires no further consideration. According to (3.4.4), (b) can likewise be 
dismissed. 
In the case (c), because I, ,,,, P c I,,,, c Ir.,,?, it suffices to construct the per- 
tinent g so that 2 E I,,,,, and 2 $ I,,,. If y < cc let p,, be a sv sequence 
for which pn r cc and C p;‘n-’ < 00 iff CI BY. (e.g., pa s (log log n)2 log n). 
Let 4,, - I, with n-“‘q; “‘JO (see Remark 2.4.3)), and define 
g(n)&nn’/‘q,‘/‘p,l. (Henceforth we restrict n > 1 and each 2 to be even, 
with g(0) = 0.). Since (n”‘I!,“g*(n))D n- ’ - pnPnP’, 2 has the desired 
properties. If y = co apply the above to y, where /I < y’ < a3. 
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In case (d) the nature of the inclusion (3.6.5) depends upon the peculiar 
features of {I,}. We shall exhibit S, which satisfies (3.6.4) and (3.6.6) under 
each of the following assumptions about {l,, ): 
(d, i) There exists j- 3 0 such that C l,, “n ’ < a iff p > E,. 
(d, ii) There exists jU > 0 such that C I,r~JJn ’ < sz iff Q 3 1. 
(4 iii) j,,T a, pI1 Afl ‘(I,, - 4 I 1 ’ either is sv (valid for composites 
of powers of log; cf. [60, p. 1891) or p,, z 1, and C I,, “n ’ = uz for all 
p E R. 
Remark 3.6.8. While the following constructions are valid for 0 < r < n3 
they are useful only if r < 4. This is especially vexatious when p = q = 2 
(cf. (3.5)). 
Assume (d, i): The inclusion (3.6.5) implies (by (3.4.3) if (I>? and 
directly if /I = y) that 
s l--t ‘>I.(?/-‘-p ‘). (3.6.9) 
Let s,, GE? I,-“k ‘; so that, by Lemma 2.3.3, 
Es,;” I,,~“n ’ < a iff 8> 1. (3.6.10) 
Fix 0 > 1 and define g(n) An Ir q; ’ ’ iiys,, ” y, where q,, - I,, is chosen 
(Remark 2.4.3) to ensure that g(n) LO. Suppose that 5’ # co. Then, since 
(nllrrf,l’g*(n))7n-l -s;;fj -2 I,, IV’, ~EI~,,,~ by (3.6.10). The last inclusion 
holds trivially if y = a. Now suppose, initially, that /3 # x. Then (3.6.9) 
asserts that [A /I(# + l/r - l/s) < 2. Evidently 9 G HP/y > 1. With these 
notations, (n”‘l,‘,l’g*(n))Bn ’ ws,;“lI, :n-‘. We conclude that $j$I,,s,,‘, 
because, by (3.6.10) and Holder’s inequality, co = x s,; ’ 1,; “n ’ d 
{C s;ql;in -l}l:rl (~n-lp.+‘“-;‘!“l “‘}I ~ ‘I7 and the last sum con- 
verges by (d, i) since E. > [ and ‘I> 1. 
It remains to confirm that g$ I,,s, r. When fl= cc (3.6.9) asserts that 
K A l/s - l/r - 1pi > 0. With this definition, n’J”lft’“g*(n) m IEs,, “.‘I. This is 
unbounded (obvious if y = cc and, if y < co, consequent to Remark 2.3.2 
[wherein we take c, = 1; KyfH, h, = I, ‘n ~ ‘, and B,, = s,,] ). Thus S 4 I,, ,, I for 
all ybcc. 
Concerning (d, ii): The inclusion (3.6.5) implies, via (3.4.2), that 
s -‘-t- ‘aqy-‘Lp-‘); the inequality is strict if b = y. (3.6.11) 
Let ~,‘+x n”, l lki. k ‘; so that (Lemma 2.3.3) 
(3.6.12) 
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If p = y < 00 define g(n) An ‘l’l; ‘If ““. Without slighting generality we 
may (Remark 2.4.3) suppose that g(n)lO. For fl< co, IMll:,,p= 
C/;i.np’<m, while I/g/l~,,r,B=CI,~i.fP(‘is~“‘)n ’ = cc by assumption 
(4 ii). Similarly, IISII,.,,, < ~0 and llSll,..s., = ~0. 
We next attend to the case y </j < m. Define g(n) A nP ‘,‘l,;’ ’ “;T,~ ’ O. 
Since (Lemma 2.4.1 (v)) ?,I is sv we may again suppose that i(n) JO. 
Then I/ S I/ F, f, y = C 7,; Y/B 1,;’ n ’ < E#, by (3.612). In contrast, llgllf ,,,,, j = 
~T,~l~-/w;‘+lir~ I/c) -1 
y</l=‘103, 
n = Km since b(Aki + l/r - l/s) < 1.. Finally, if 
define g(n)Gnn”‘l;~“’ “r,; I’>;. Then ll~/l~,,,r=~ z,, ” 
I,; ‘n ’ < co; whereas, since KS l/s- l/t-E.ly>,O, lldll..,. x = 
sup r, -“‘l;= co. (By (3.4), I,;’ = O(l).) 
Concerning (d, iii): Note that (3.6.5) and (3.4.2) force j?=r. (Other- 
wise, CI,;“n-‘<co when p=(s ‘-t ‘)/(;I ‘-BP’).) Define p,,G 
n ~ 'CL - I,, I) ‘; so that 1, = C;k- ‘p; ‘. Thus 
CI;“p;‘K’<m iff H>l. (3.6.13) 
Let < satisfy t~‘+~~‘<~<s~‘+~ ‘, and define ~(n)~nn’!rf;ip,;‘!P. 
We can suppose g(n)10 since p,, is sv. If /I < co, l/SllF,,,I,= 
~/-B'i-I/."p,;ln-l = co, by (3.6.13). Similarly, Ilgllr,,,B< cxj. If fl= a, 
)lgli:,,s,K =s~pl~~~=~, while llS/l.,,,, =sup/~“~~<co (since, by (3.4), 
&!,;‘=O(l)). 
(3.7) The restriction 1 6 p 6 2 imposed upon inequality (3.1.2) deserves 
further consideration (cf. Remark 1.1.3). We shall verify that Theorem 3.1.1 
has no genuine extension to values p > 2. To see what is desired note, since 
o(h; p;f) increases as p increases, that Theorem 3.1.1 implies (for the 
special case of a difference kernel) that, 
when 26p600, {~~“2~(n~~‘;p;f)}~~,..~,B~{~(n)}~~,,,~,~ (3.7.1)
(cf. (3.3.1)). The constructions described in (3.6) enable us to prove that, 
even for Fourier power series with real coefficients, (3.7.1) is unimprovable 
in the setting of I,,,,, spaces. Specifically, we shall show that 
I,.,, $ I, ,,,, *3gECfor which {n~“*w(n~‘;~;g)}~I,,, ,.;, 
but f&)1 4 i,.,,Lj. (3.7.2) 
Here, as in (3.6), we assume that limsup I, = co, liminf I, >O, fl+r < co, 
O< l/r-i< 1, and that one of the conditions (c), (d, i), (d, ii) or (d, iii) of 
(3.6) holds. (Remarks 3.6.1 remain a propos.) In light of Remark 1.1.2 and 
the inclusions discussed in (3.4) it s&ices to verify (3.7.2) when u = r. The 
proof in each of the cases (c), (d, i), (d, ii), (d, iii) utilizes the appropriate 
sequence c = (c,,} (called { g(n) > in the definitions stated in (3.6)) of the 
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form c,, = n “‘j”,,, for which c E I,,,;. and c C$ 1, ,,,, ‘. It is now convenient to 
set c,, = 0 for n 6 0. The function g which substantiates (3.7.2) is provided, 
in terms of c,, = n “‘i.,, by the following result (cf. [44]). 
PROPOSITION 3.7.3. Suppose thut 0 < l/r - t < 1 and {iv,,} is sv. Then there 
exists ge C ,for which ,@(n)~ R, Ii(n)/ --n I’).,,, und n ’ ‘to(n ‘; z~;g) 
= O(li(n)l). 
According to this proposition, /g(n)1 w c,, and n ‘,20(nm ‘; co; g) = 
O(c,,); therefore, by the properties of c stated in the previous paragraph 
and (2.5.2), we have verified (3.7.2) for v = r, as desired. 
Proposition 3.7.3 will be seen to follow from Lemma 3.7.4. Recall that 
the RudinShapiro sequence { cL} ” has range -t 1 and satisfies (see [47] 
or [46, p. 1291). s,,- s,,(t)Gxy skeJk’ = O(n’,2) uniformly for t E [0, 2711. 
We set s’, A 0. 
LEMMA 3.7.4. (cf. [60, p. 1971). Suppose L is a sv function, L E C’, and 
L’(t)/L(t)=o(t-‘). Dclfine g(t)GC;F &,L(k)k ‘elk’. Then if i<S<l the 
series converges uniformly on [0, 2711 and o(h; x; g) = O(h” “2L(hp’)). 
To deduce Proposition 3.7.3 from Lemma 3.7.4 let II be a sv function for 
which il (n) = i,, in Proposition 3.7.3. By Remark 2.4.2(a) there exists 
L(t) m A(t) such that L satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.7.4. Thus 
Ig(n)l=L(n)n “-A(n)n-” and nmm”2w(n ‘;z;g)=O(n “n’* ~“L(n)) 
=O(np”A(n))=O(lg(n)l). Let r= l/6. 
Proof of Lemma 3.7.4. We invoke the mean value theorem wherein 8, 
satisfies k < Ok <k + 1, the order conditions on L’/L and on Sk(t), 
and Lemma 2.4.1(i) to obtain the following equality, in which each 
0 is uniform with respect to t E [0, 27r]: x? tzkk -“L(k) eik’= C;’ (sk -sk ‘) 
k~~~“L(k) = s,,n em”L(n) + C; [k “L(k) - (k + 1) “L(k + l)] sk = 
O(n”‘-“L(n)) + 1: [Ok “L’(0,) - SQ,“p’L(~,)] sk = O(n’ ’ “L(n)) + 
cy O(0, 6 ’ L(8,)) sk = O(n’ ’ “L(n)) + C; O(k ~a ’ ‘L(k)), which, for 
6 > 4, has a limit, uniformly with respect to t E [0, 27~1, by Lemma 2.4.l(ii). 
The equality shows, further, that 
g(t)=iO(k I’ ‘W))sk(t)~ if 6>+, (3.7.5) 
and (by the choices 6 = - 1 and L(t) E 1) that 
I&(t)1 = i Ekke”“ 
I’ I 
= O(n’12), uniformly for t E [0, 2n]. (3.7.6) 
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By means of (3.7.5) we obtain 
g(t+h)-g(r)=fO(k d ‘L(k)) [sm(t+h-s,(r)]=ii,+ f . (3.7.7) 
1 I H + I 
We use sk = O(k’!‘) and Lemma 2.4.l(iv) and (i) to conclude that, with 
nbh ’ < 211, 
5 =o( f ,,-d-‘qk)) 
,r+ I N + I 
= O(n I/2 “,T(n)) = 0(/f’ l/‘,J(j 1 )), if 6 > l/2. (3.7.8) 
For C’,’ we use the mean value theorem, (3.7.6), and Lemma 2.4.l(iv) and 
(i) to estimate 
III 
i ~Ah~O(k~“~‘L(k))O(k~‘~)~,4hn”‘~“L(,1)=O(h”~”~L(h--‘), 
I 
if 6 < 312. (3.7.9) 
Since the estimates in (3.7.8) and (3.7.9) are uniform, and since, by 
Remark 2.4.2(a), h” ‘!‘L(h ‘) is monotonic, we conclude that 
w(h; co; g) = O(h”P”2L(hP’)) if l/2 < 6 < 3/2. Q.E.D. 
4. COROLLARIES 
(4.1) Hardy and Littlewood [27] first recognized that a conflation of 
hypotheses involving different values of p may produce novel theorems. 
Theorem 3.1.1 and the following extension of a theorem of Hardy- 
Littlewood (cf. [60, p. 70, No. 21) lead to refinements of the theorems of 
Cochran mentioned in (1.9). 
(4.2) Suppose ldp,<p<p,<co. Define ~,0>0 by ~1+8=1 and 
n/pi +0/p,= l/p (or, if p2 = co, by 4 =p,/p, 8= 1 --u]). Then, if 
p2 < co, Holder’s inequality (in the convenient form j,f’g’P’ d (if)” 
(Jg)‘? O<a< 1) yields Q”(h;p)rj Idl”<(j ~LI~~‘)~~‘~’ (f d~p2)“p’Pz; 
i.e., Q(h;p) < fP(h;p,) Q’(h;p,). This is also valid when p2 = cc 
since j Id]” d KY- Pi(h; a) j Id/ “I. By Holder’s inequality, 
w(h;p; K) < sup{hl’YII$‘l(h’,p,, .) $‘(h’,p2, .)ilL2: O<h’dh} d [sup h”lY’ 
ll$(h’> ~1, .)llL21 Csu~h~‘~~llW> ~27 .)lli.21= b@‘(kp,; W w’(kpz; f4. Sup- 
pose now that ri, si, B, satisfy 
vlr, + W2 = llr, q/s, + 81.~2 = l/s, ~4 +w2= lib. (4.2.~ 
Then if /3, # cc and /I2 # co, we can infer from the previous inequality 
that ~([!/.Q&@ 1; p))” n 1 < c (/;/“~~lir~,+>(~ 1; p,))LJ~h/JVJ~) (/f,is2+ 
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w(n 1;Pz))Bzum2) n 1; so that a final appeal to Holder’s inequality 
(suitably modified if some fli = m) yields 
/I 1 w(n ‘iPi KJII, ..,., 16 IlIe ‘iP1i KIIIF ,.,,,,, I, ll{Nn ‘;Pz; mN2..,:.,12. 
(4.2.2) 
Accordingly, by Theorem 3.1.1, we have established 
PROPOSITION 4.2.3. When r < 2 then {s,,(K); E I,.,, if { w(n ‘; p,; K)) 
E Ir, ..s, .,I, und { w(n ‘;Pz, K)f E1’2,‘2.,12. 
Remark 4.2.4. The modification of (4.2.2) in which the implied sums 
refer to the tails 1: is, of course, valid. In particular (cf. 
Remark 3.1.15(iii)) if we adopt the suggestive notation {c,} E I,,,, * to 
mean c,* = o(n “rl,; I”), then Proposition 4.2.3 continues to hold provided 
we interpret the p-equation in (4.2.1) as valid when /I = cxi - iff one 
fli=cc- and the other=w or x--. 
(4.3) Suppose there are specified in R, ti >O, 1 d UC 2 < p2 d x. In 
terms of the these four numbers define p, Gu, r, G 1, fl,G cc, p2Gp2, 
r2 A K( 1” + 1) ‘, f12&K, h&($- l/p,)/(l/U-;)>o, ‘)‘&i+hK, p&2, 
rAK(l +S)/(l +y), /I’K(~ +6), q&66/(1 +6), O&(1 +6) ‘. Evidently 
0 < 8 < 1 and q+ 0 = 1. It is easily checked that (4.2.1) holds. Moreover, 
lb = - 1 + B2/r2 and y = - 1 +/3/r. Thus by Proposition 4.2.3 (with 
.F = s, = s? = cc ) we conclude (we now drop the factitious subscript from 
Pz.): 
THEOREM 4.3.1. Supposek->0,/1c[W, ldu<2<~6co,K~Lip(u~‘,u) 
(a fortiori, KE BV/, suffices; cf (4.4) and, in particular, Remark 4.4.1)) and 
I: wk(np’;p; K)n’< a. Then 
x s!(K) n7 < cc, wlhere 6 G ($ - l/p)/( l/u- f), I= x + CSK, and y = j, + 6~. 
(4.3.2) 
Remark 4.3.3. If y < 0, then for K(s, t) =.f’(t - s) we have also estab- 
lished that x If(n Inl’ < n3 (i.e., the decreasing rearrangement off is not 
required) because we can invoke (2.5). (In fact, the last inequality holds 
whenever p 6 2, though verification requires the result adumbrated at the 
end of (1.7)) 
COROLLARY 4.3.4. (a) [f K >O, ldu<2<p6co, 6A (f- l/p)/ 
(l/u- i), KE Lip(u ‘, u), and x (n “w(n -‘;p; K))“< 03, then KES,+~~. 
(Let A= -6~ in Theorem 4.3.1.) 
(b) Suppose KELip(u -‘, u) and C nti ‘~+(n ‘;p; K)< 0~1, where 
~h(l -u/2)/(1 -u/p). Then K is nuclear. (Let ti=(l +6) -’ in (a).) 
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(c) Suppose KE BV (See (4.4).) and C n ’ cy~2wy~z(n ‘;p; K) < CCI. 
Then K is nuclear. In particular, if c( > p ‘, KE BV n Lip( c(, p) suffices. 
(Take u= 1 in (b).) 
(d) Suppose KE BV and C n BwDJ2(n ‘; co; K)< a. Then KES/]. 
(Takeu=l,p=co,fl=~/Zin(a).) 
Remark 4.35. Had we posited in Theorem 4.3.1 that 1 u+(n ‘;p; K) 
I,,& < co, we could conclude that 1 s!(K) n7f:” +6’ < x, with similar 
refinements of Corollary 4.3.4. 
(4.4) For a >O it is appropriate to say that KE Lip(cr,p) means 
that SZ(h;p; K(s, .)) d M(s) h”, where ME L2; or equivalently, that 
{w(n-‘;p; K} El,,, where rP’=cr+q-‘. For Mb0 we write KElip(cr,p) if 
{w(n-‘;p;K)}~l,,,p; i.e., if h -’ f Q2(h;p; K(s, .)) ds + 0 when h -+ O+. 
Similarly (cf. (2.1)), for p 2 1, KE BV,, means that the p-variation 
Var(p; K(s, .)) < M(s), with ME L2. BP’& BV’. 
Remark 4.4.1. To verify that, as claimed in Theorem 4.3.1, 
BV,c Lip(u-‘, U) for u 3 1, it is crucial to know (at least for h = n ~ ‘) that 
w(h;p; K(s, .) 6 Ah Var(p; K(s, .)), with A independent of s. This is proved 
by Golubov [23, Lemma 43, with A = 3’jp. More concise proofs that 
Q(n -‘; p; K(s, .)) d An ‘lp Var(p; K(s, .)) are available [59], but the 
monotonicity of w (in contrast to Q) is required for our proof of 
Theorem 3.1.1 upon which Proposition 4.2.3 rests. A propos, we recall 
((2.1)) that BV, # Lip(u - ‘, U) unless u = 1 (for which the proof of 
Golubov’s inequality is quite simple). For difference kernels Lip(u-‘, U) 
and lip(u-‘, U) enlarge with u (1 du< co); cf. [60, p. 296, No. 121. 
Remark 4.4.2. The Fourier series versions of Corollary 4.3.4 seem to be 
new. The Fourier series version of (4.3.4(d)) when B = 1 engendered the 
so-called Zygmund problem. Its resolution, by the delicate methods of 
Bockarev [ 111, established that that result is sharp in a strong sense: If 
o,, is any modulus of continuity (i.e., increasing with w,(O) =0 and 
wo(h + h’) d w,(h) + w,(h’)) satisfying C nP’(w,(nP’))“’ = co, then there 
exists an absolutely continuous g such that w(h; co; g ) > o,(h) and g $ I, 
(and, indeed, this holds in every complete bounded ON system!). There 
remain similar problems concerning sharpness of the statements in 
Corollary 4.3.4. They are beyond the scope of the author. 
(4.5) To obtain a further result by use of Proposition 4.2.3 and 
Remark 4.2.4 suppose specified u and p2 which satisfy 1 d u < 2 <p2 6 co. 
Define p, AU, r’ A 1, /I’ G co, p2 Ap2, r2A 1, fi2A co - (cf. Remark 4.2.4) 
p A 2, r G 1, p 5 co -, and ‘1 h (i - l/p,)/( l/u - l/p,). Then 0 < q < 1 and 
(4.2.1) holds. We conclude (we drop the subscript from p2.): 
409:145.2-2’ 
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THEOREM 4.51. If‘ 1 <u<2<p<cx; and KELip(u ‘,u)nlip(p ‘,p) 
((4.4)), then s,,(K) = o(n ’ ). 
COROLLARY 4.5.2. Suppose f is 2n-periodic, has no removable discon- 
tinuities, and belongs to BV, ktlith u < 2. In order that f be continuous it is 
necessary and sufficient that f*(n) = o(n ‘). The sufliciency obtains ,for all 
UER+. 
ProoJ The necessity results from letting p = cc in Theorem 4.5.1. The 
sufficiency follows, as in [60, p. 601, from Lukics’ theorem (which 
asserts that the conjugate partial sums for f E f,‘[O, 27~1 satisfy 
rc$,,( t;f) - (f( t ) - f( t + )) log n, whenever these one-sided limits exist and 
are unequal). For u E lR+, functions in BV, can possess only removable or 
jump discontinuities (see [59, p. 2611); and the latter are precluded by 
f*(n) = o(n- ‘) since IS,,(t;f’)l < CY,, l,f(k)l < I$+ l,?*(k) = o(log n). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.5.3. The difference kernel version of Theorem 4.5.1 
(asserting of a 2n-periodic .f that f*(n)=o(n ‘), provided that 
fE Lip(u- ‘, u) nlip(p -‘,p)) is interesting, in that the hypotheses do not a 
priori preclude discontinuities of the “second kind.” (To be sure, 
f E lip( p ‘, p) does preclude simple jumps, because If (t,' ) - f( t; )l p A d > 0 
implies that If (t + h) - f( t)l P > d/3 for t, - h < t < t,, when h is suff’tciently 
small; hence that j? I.f(t+h)-f(t)lpdt3S:~ k l.f(t+h)-f‘(t)l"dt 
> hd/3.) 
The interest of Corollary 4.5.2 is enhanced by the fact that for nearly 
a century it remained unresolved whether ,f‘~ BVn C implies that 
,f(n) = o(n ‘). This is false [60, pp. 48, 196,209] though apparently no 
really simple negating example is known. 
Remark 4.5.4. In Theorem 4.5.1 we posited u < 2. When u = 2 the 
weakened implication KE BV, *s,(K) = O(n ‘) is valid. In fact, for 
2<u<cc, consequent to (3.1.3) (since Lip(u-~‘,u)cLip(u~~‘,2)), 
K~Lip(u~‘,u)=s,,(K)=O(n~ “UP ‘I*). The 0 here cannot be improved to 
o, because the function g of Lemma 3.7.4 (wherein L = I and 6 = l/u + 4) 
satisfies gELip(u-‘, co)c BV/, for u> 1, while Ig(n)l =n ‘I’ “‘2. (By 
(3.1.3), KElip(u-‘, u)*s,(K)=o(n- ‘lirP ‘I*).) The same function g shows 
that u = 2 cannot be allowed in Corollary 4.5.2. 
Remark 4.5.5. If the hypotheses of Theorems 3.1.1, 4.3.1, or 4.5.1 are 
imposed upon P’K(s, t)/dP, the conclusions may be strengthened by, in 
effect, replacing s, by rims,. See [ 14, 153, where a detailed registry of condi- 
tions on derivatives which delimit the behavior of singular numbers may 
also be found. 
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